Corporate Information

Company Data

- **Company Name**: GIKEN LTD.
- **Head Office**: Tokyo Head Office, 16F Ariake Central Tower, 3-7-18 Ariake, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-0063, Japan. TEL: +81-(0)3-3528-1630
- **Kochi Head Office**: 3948-1 Nunoshida, Kochi-ku, Kochi 781-5195, Japan. TEL: +81-(0)88-846-2980
- **Date of Incorporation**: January 6, 1978 (Established January 1, 1967)
- **Representative**: President Akio Kitamura
- **Main Business**:
  - Development of environmentally friendly construction solutions
  - Manufacture and sales of construction machinery
  - Development of automated underground parking facilities

History

- **2019**
  - Mar: Opening of New York Head Office of Giken America Corporation
  - Dec: Launch of Auto Piler models "AT900" & "AT1500" IC card-controlled automatic driving machine

- **2018**
  - Oct: Opening of "Press-in Training Center" at Kansai Factory
  - Jan: The first installment of "ECO Park" at OTEPIA in Kochi City

- **2017**
  - Dec: Stock acquisition of J Steel Group Pty Limited
  - Jan: Listed on Tokyo Stock Exchange First Section

- **2016**
  - Oct: Launch of the Silent Pilers "F301-G1000, F401-G1200 and F501-G1500" for Gyropress Method
  - May: Launch of the first Z Piler, "ZP100", for Zero Clearance Method
  - Apr: Launch of the Crush Piler, "SC100", equipped the integral augering system

- **2015**
  - May: Launch of the 1st model of the Tubular Piler, dedicated to press-in and extract tubular sheet piles
  - Apr: Completion of Kochi head office and factory
  - Mar: Launch of the Modular Silent Piler "ECCO0005" & "ECCO14005"

- **2014**
  - Nov: Launch of the Silent Piler F201
  - Aug: Launch of the Silent Piler F101
  - Mar: Opening of London office

- **2013**
  - Nov: Launch of the Silent Piler F301
  - Aug: Launch of the Gyro Piler GRV2540 for large diameter tubular pile

- **2012**
  - Aug: Launch of Auto Piler model "AT90" & "AT150" IC card-controlled automatic driving machine

- **2011**
  - Sep: Opening of Shanghai Office
  - Aug: Launch of Auto Piler model "AT90" & "AT150" IC card-controlled automatic driving machine

- **2010**
  - Jan: Opening of “PIC: International Press-in Center” in Tokyo, Japan
  - Dec: Launch of franchise-style business partnership “GM1” in which Giken provides total support for pile driving business activities to the members

- **2009**
  - Dec: Launch of franchise-style business partnership “GM2” in which Giken provides total support for pile driving business activities to the members

- **2008**
  - Mar: Launch of the Modular Silent Pilers “ECCO700S” & “ECCO1400S”
  - Apr: Establishment of Giken Seisakusho Asia Pte., Ltd. in Singapore
  - May: Listed on Osaka Stock Exchange Second Section

- **2007**
  - Jul: Launch of the Modular Silent Piler "ECCO0005"
  - Aug: Launch of the Modular Silent Piler "ECCO0005"

- **2006**
  - Jul: Launch of the Modular Silent Piler "ECCO0005"
  - Aug: Launch of the Modular Silent Piler "ECCO0005"

- **2005**
  - Jul: Launch of the Silent Piler "ECCO0005" for 900mm Hat-shaped Sheet Pile

- **2003**
  - Dec: Completion of the world-first application of "Office Building with Versatile Foundation" in Tokyo, Japan
  - Apr: Launch of "GT900S"

- **2002**
  - Jun: Launch of next-generation Silent Piler "GT900S"

- **2000**
  - Feb: Launch of the Z-Piler, "ZP100", for 575mm-675mm wide Z Sheet Piles

- **1999**
  - Dec: Establishment of Giken America Corporation in Orlando, Florida

Stock Exchange
- **Tokyo Stock Exchange First Section**

Capital
- **8,731 million Japanese Yen**

Consolidated Sales (For Fiscal Year ended August 31, 2019)
- **32,442 million Japanese Yen**

Number of Employees (Consolidated)
- **597**
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